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Motor skills, attention and academic achievements - An intervention study in school year 1-3

Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to study effects of an extension of physical education/activity and motor training on motor skills, attention and cognition during a period of three years. Another aim is to develop a test, MUGI observationsschema, which could be useful in charting motor skills of school pupils. The study has two intervention groups (n=152) that have physical activity and motor training one lesson every school day and when required extra motor training one lesson per week. One control group at the same school (n=99) has the school’s ordinary physical education two lessons per week.

The method is hypothetic-deductive and the study has three hypotheses:
1. Children’s motor skills will improve with extended physical activity and extra motor training in school.
2. Children’s attention will improve by extended physical activity and extra motor training in school.
3. Children’s academic achievements in Swedish and Mathematics will improve with extended physical activity and extra motor training in school.

The results from motor skill observations confirm the first hypothesis. Already after one year there are rather large differences between intervention and control group (Cramér’s index 0.24). In school year three the differences are large (Cramér’s index 0.37) and largest in the variable balance/bilateral coordination. 68% of the pupils who have small or large difficulties in attention, according to teachers, also have small or large deficits in motor skills.

The second hypothesis of the study, that children’s attention will improve by extended physical activity and extra motor training in school, cannot be confirmed by results in this study. Although the pupils in intervention groups have better attention ability in school year two, in both variables attention/hyperactivity and impulse control as well as in attention totally, than the pupils in control group, the differences do not remain in school year three, which makes it hard to draw any conclusions about whether the pupils’ attention has been affected by the intervention or not.

The third hypothesis concerning academic achievements can be confirmed by several results in this study. The pupils in the intervention groups have better results than the pupils in the control group in the national tests of Swedish in school year two (Cramér’s index 0.29), especially concerning writing and reading. They also have better results in the national tests of Mathematics (Cramér’s index 0.21) than pupils in the control group, especially concerning room conception and number conception/thinking proficiency.

More controlled studies are required in order to be able to make general conclusions about the effects of extended physical education/activity and extra motor training in school.
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